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Figure 1: These two figures state the question: How close are 3D bimanual interactions to collaborative interactions?

ABSTRACT

This paper aims to raise the question : ”How much 3D bimanual
interaction techniques can be useful to the design of collaborative
interaction techniques in the field of Collaborative Virtual Environ-
ment (CVE)?”. Indeed, CVE involve the use of complex inter-
action techniques based on specific collaborative metaphors. The
design of these metaphors may be a difficult task because it has
to deal with collaborative issues that came from sparse research
areas (Human-Computer Interfaces, Human-Human Interactions,
Networking, Physiology and Social Psychology). Metaphors for
bimanual interactions have been developed for a while essentially
because it is a widely spread area of interest for common tasks. Bi-
manual interactions involve the simultaneous use of both hands of
the user in order to achieve a goal with better performances com-
pared to uni-manual interactions thanks to a natural skill that is pro-
prioception. This collaborative aspect could certainly be a helpful
entry point in the design of efficient collaborative interaction tech-
niques extended from improved bimanual metaphors. However, the
proprioceptive sense cannot be considered in the same way, and
additional features must be proposed to be able to collaborate ef-
ficiently. Thus, awareness is a key to let CVE be usable and the
availability of collaborative feedbacks is essential to extend biman-
ual interactions toward collaborative ones. In this paper, we based
our study on existing work on bimanual and collaborative interac-
tion techniques trying to draw similarities between them. We em-
phasize common points between both fields that could be useful to
better design both metaphors and awareness in CVE.

Index Terms: A.1 [Introductory and Survey]; H.5.3 [Information
Interfaces and Presentations]: Group and Organization Interfaces—
Computer-supported cooperative work; I.3.6 [Computer Graph-
ics]: Methodology and Techniques —Interaction techniques; I.3.7
[Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—
Virtual reality;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Human-Computer Interfaces (HCI) have often taken advantage of
the natural bimanual skills of humans. In the late of eighty’s, pi-
oneers as Zimmerman imagined advanced interfaces such as the
Data GloveTM [52] enabling natural gestures of the hands as inter-
face. This kind of interface paved the way to first work about nat-
ural bimanual interactions for VR. It took place fifteen years ago
and proposed a set of 3D manipulation techniques [13] as intuitive
and immersive as possible. HCI using both hands rather than a sin-
gle one provide interaction techniques closer to the real ones and
can increase the accuracy of the interactions. These research work
on bimanual interactions are strongly based on natural skills of hu-
mans including the proprioceptive sense as an essential part. Thus,
some work proposed asymmetric interactions [29] (e.g consider-
ing a different role for the dominant hand and the non-dominant
one) inspired by physiological results and proved that it is an effi-
cient and natural way to interact using both hands. In this paper,
we restrict bimanual interactions to this kind of systems, using free
motion and gestures of the hands to interact.

Another way to improve performances is to provide multi-user
systems in order to cross the skills of each collaborators. Computer-
supported cooperative work (CSCW) is a powerful tool to help peo-
ple to collaborate in a distant and efficient way. Distant users can
share some virtual contents to collaborate, analyze and act on and
with them in real-time. CSCW systems aim to virtually reduce the
real distance between collaborators by sharing a common virtual
space. For instance, users can experiment teleconferencing expe-
riences as if they were in the same room [6] or share 3D models
in a common virtual environment (VE) [42]. Users are not always
collaborating in a remote way: they can also collaborate locally,
which obviously simplify the understanding of the other’s actions
(e.g face-to-face setup [35] or co-located setup [46]). But when dis-
tant users are collaborating, specific feedbacks must be provided to
let users be aware of the other participants, their actions, their focus
and their interaction capabilities. These types of feedback, as well
as every available feedbacks about user’s actions on the system, are
encapsulated in the term awareness.

Virtual reality (VR) systems are widely used in conception, train-
ing or simulation and provide useful feedback in immersive setups.
In this context, these feedbacks are essential because the user is
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immersed in a virtual world and isolated from the real world in
order to have a sensory-motor and cognitive activity in an interac-
tive virtual world [23]. Research on CSCW and VR converge in
the field of collaborative virtual environment (CVE). Indeed, CVE
have focused in both interaction techniques and awareness provided
in CSCW and VR applications. Thus, CVE propose shared vir-
tual environments to perform immersive virtual tasks such as scien-
tific data analysis [19] or training tasks [33] in a natural way. CVE
aim to improve performances in many ways, such as usability, task
completion time or environment perceptions. But CVE require ad-
equate interaction techniques to support collaborative interactions
and specific metaphors for concurrent interactions handling as well
as awareness features.

In this survey, we try to analyze both fields, 3D bimanual and
collaborative interaction techniques, and we aim to draw a parallel
between some of these techniques as extensions from bimanual to-
ward collaborative interactions. We will address the main issue to
extend bimanual toward distant collaborative interactions that is the
lack of awareness. Section 2 presents an overview of both biman-
ual and CVE applications motivating our analysis. Then, section 3
classifies the interactions according to the main interactive features.
Section 4 presents the principles used to enhance interaction per-
formances proposed by the literature in bimanual setups. Section 5
explains the need for CVE to overcome the limitations of bimanual
interactions developing collaborative interaction techniques and the
involving awareness issues that will be addressed in section 6. Fi-
nally, section 7 concludes this paper.

2 OVERVIEW & MOTIVATIONS

Let us consider two users in collaborative interactions, if each user
interacts with only one hand, we state that it can be compared to
bimanual interactions that can be considered as a collaboration be-
tween both hands1. Indeed, bimanual interactions handle two dif-
ferent inputs of the same user that could be, in some cases, one in-
put per user for two different users. Figure 1 illustrates this concept.
This parallel is even more obvious if considering tabletop/surface-
based interactions (e.g tactile interactions) handling several inputs
regardless of the number of users (locally [9] or remotely [12]).
Thus, bimanual interactions can be a great entry point to under-
stand key issues about collaboration. Several work have been done
in bimanual VR applications with advanced features about 3D in-
teraction techniques and awareness. Some of these features can
certainly be useful in CVE and extended to handle more than two
inputs with more than one user. This will lead to propose enhanced
awareness features for collaboration.

First, subsection 2.1 focuses on bimanual requirements, then
subsection 2.2 lists all CVE requirements. Last, subsection 2.3
highlights similarities between collaborative and bimanual interac-
tions, and subsection 2.4 sums up the section.

2.1 Bimanual requirements

Basically, systems providing bimanual interactions must consider
both hands of the user to control a single or a couple of hardware
interfaces. In our study, we only consider bimanual interactions
managed through two 6DOF tracking of the hands. We are not in-
terested about static or 2D interfaces because they do not allow the
use of advanced 3D interaction techniques based on proprioception.

In real bimanual interactions, people act with little cognitive ef-
fort [13], almost seamlessly with a millimeter precision [29]. Ide-
ally, this accuracy and simple cognitive task aspect must also be
obtained in bimanual interactive applications. To achieve it, phys-
iological studies were performed in bimanual interactions and re-
vealed the significant part of the kinaesthetic feedback and the

1With some limitations such as the use of two dominant hands in the

collaborative case.

proprioceptive sense when interacting collaboratively with both
hands [4]. The cognitive load can also be influenced by the switch-
ing between modes of interaction (uni-manual vs. bimanual [13]).

Moreover, as any interactive system, bimanual systems must
handle interactive features such as responsiveness and awareness.
However, dealing with two independent inputs rather than a single
one involves more difficulties. The user must be aware of the indi-
vidual action of both hands in the system, as well as the common
action applied by the merging of the two inputs. Thus, enhanced
interactions (enabling infeasible tasks otherwise) compared with a
uni-manual setup can be proposed, and the system must consider
them and let the user to be aware of these additional interaction
capabilities.

2.2 CVE requirements

To begin, we can paraphrase Joslin et al. [30] saying that ”CVE
is VR plus lots of features”. Indeed, it aims to propose VR appli-
cations for several users acting thanks to collaborative interac-
tions. Users can be distant, thus a network layer has to handle
consistency between the different sites. Moreover, it has to provide
multi-modal communication and has to handle the virtual and
real spaces of the heterogeneous users.

The deep analysis of networking issues is not the purpose of this
paper, a good survey can be found in [18]. The network layer is
directly developed from networking research results and we can
consider that it provides us a reliable framework. It deals with
shared objects over the network that can be dynamically modified
by different users. Consequently it has to handle concurrency ac-
cess, as well as latency issues due to the real-time constraint. Ob-
ject distribution paradigms, such as the mirror/reference distribu-
tion paradigm, have been proposed. They adapt dynamically the
distribution of objects on the network to enhance local interaction
and distant collaboration. Indeed, CVE have to handle access rights
policy, and choose on which site the behavior of an object is ex-
ecuted. This choice is influenced by network performances and
current interactions. The network latency involves inconsistencies
between distant sites in co-dependent interaction phase, and the dis-
tributed system must minimize the impact of inconsistency to not
disturb remote co-dependent interactions.

The other features are related to interaction techniques. The
multi-user aspect involves the need for specific interaction tech-
niques, such as a 3-hand manipulation technique [3] to be used by
two or three users. Moreover, if the system is aware of the real
users space (and of their hardware setup), it can be represented in
the VE in order to make the other users perceive it [15]. Thus, VE
handle virtual spaces [47] to help the users to have a better mental
representation of the whole 3D environment including the remote
users.

Last, the remote aspect involves the need for communication be-
tween the different users. The multi-modality of the communica-
tion is important to enhance users’ performances [38]. It helps syn-
chronization between distant interactions and provides some kind
of awareness. The audio channel is a primordial one, but other
techniques can be employed such as the use of symbols that users
can put in the VE [38] or even realistic [6] and emotive [21] avatars
for non-verbal communication.

2.3 Shared involvements

First, bimanual as well as collaboration enhances interaction per-
formances in many tasks too complex to be performed using a sin-
gle input [36]. For example, Latulipe et al. [31] proposed a sys-
tem to draw complex spline-curves increasing performances using
users’ both hands in a symmetric way. In CVE, interaction perfor-
mances can be increased in many ways, such as providing multiple
viewpoints available by the different users in a 3D selection task.
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Another similarity is the availability of multiple input-based in-

teractions to achieve infeasible task in uni-manual setting. For in-
stance the rotation of a cubic prop in [22] can be done only using
both hands to hold it in a different orientation. In CVE, collabora-
tors can act in a complementary way for example in finding objects
in a complex VE [38].

With regard to these multiple input-based interaction tech-
niques, several bimanual metaphors can be extended for collab-
oration, especially for object 3D manipulation. Indeed, some
metaphors enabling a user to control an object manipulated with
both hands are based on an asymmetric pattern where each hand
controls a set of degrees of freedom (DOF) of that object. This
principle of splitting DOF can consistently be reused for collabora-
tion letting each user control only a subset of the DOF.

Last, Cutler et al. [13] raise the issue about the transitions be-
tween uni-manual and bimanual interactions. These transitions
must not disturb the user and can be defined as explicit or implicit
ones according to the context. They have to be seamless and nat-
ural. The same issue is encountered in CVE where transitions be-
tween mono and multi-user interactions have to be as natural as
possible [41].

2.4 Summary

In this section we presented an overview of both fields we are inter-
ested in: bimanual interactions and CVE. We developed all require-
ments to build a CVE and explain why it is a complex task. Last,
we highlighted some similarities encountered in both fields. These
similarities induce same kinds of issues when developing biman-
ual or collaborative interaction techniques. Thus, both fields can
be studied in parallel in order to capitalize on common solutions
proposed in each fields.

3 INTERACTION CLASSIFICATION

The literature proposes classifications for bimanual interactions as
well as for collaborative ones. These classifications are presented
respectively in subsection 3.1 and subsection 3.2, then a compara-
tive discussion is provided in subsection 3.3.

3.1 Bimanual classification

Bimanual interactions can be split into two main classes [29]:

• symmetric interactions,

• asymmetric interactions.

First, symmetric interactions do not make distinction between the
role of both hands. For example, ”bring a ball” [25] or the two-hand
”SkeweR” technique [14] are symmetric interactions.

Second, asymmetric interactions differentiate the role of each
hand. In this case, the dominant hand is the skillful hand (the right
hand for right-handed people) that can perform fine grain inter-
actions, while the non-dominant hand is used for coarser interac-
tions. Asymmetric bimanual interaction has been deeply studied by
Guiard [28] and its principles are detailed in subsection 4.1.

3.2 Collaboration classification

In the literature several authors classified collaborative interactions.
We present our classification based on a mix between the ones pre-
sented in [34, 33]. It is a hierarchical classification from the basic
features to the more advanced ones.

• Level 1: Awareness of team members’ presence (avatars and
communication channels).

• Level 2: Individual interactions on the scene.

• Level 3: Collaborative/codependent interactions (at the same
time).

– Level 3.1: Modification of different attributes.

– Level 3.2: Modification of the same attribute.

Level 2 is not restrained to collaboration because it is equivalent to
a single user interaction in a VE. However, it is useful to explicit it
because some collaborative applications only provide this level of
interaction (and the Level 1) and do not handle codependent inter-
action (Level 3). Level 3 is the more advanced feature offered by
CVE, and it involves complex issues linked firstly to the handling of
multiple inputs and secondly to the network latency and/or failures.

3.3 Comparative discussion

In some bimanual manipulation tasks as the ”bring a ball” presented
in [25], the interaction is based on a symmetric collaboration be-
tween both hands. Level 3.2 is the collaborative equivalence of this
bimanual interaction paradigm. The same way, Level 3.1 is based
on a partial DOF control by each user that is used in most of the
bimanual manipulation tasks based on asymmetric interaction.

Thus, these classifications are a starting point of a comparison
between bimanual and collaborative interactions. We develop this
idea of comparable interaction paradigm further in the next section,
especially in subsection 5.2.

4 BIMANUAL INTERACTIONS

Improved performances in bimanual interactions are not only due
to the use of additional inputs into the system, but also to the user
proprioceptive sense. A human always knows where his both hands
are relatively to each other and to his body. This natural propriocep-
tive information provides essential cues to be able to act seamlessly
without looking at his hands all the time. Exploiting proprioception
and the different skill capabilities of each hand leads to propose
enhanced interaction techniques. First, subsection 4.1 presents bi-
manual interactions based on an asymmetric use of each hand, then
subsection 4.2 provides some counter-examples based on symmet-
ric interactions.

4.1 Asymmetric paradigm: bimanual interactions
based on a frame of reference

Bimanual interaction has been well-studied by physiological re-
searchers. HCI community used this research to design better their
interaction techniques according to important findings about the
asymmetry of human bimanual gestures. In [13], Cutler et al. use a
right-handed writer as an example to summarize the following main
principles:

• Right-to-left reference: the writing right hand moves accord-
ing to the left hand motion that holds the paper.

• Asymmetrical scales of motion: the right hand motion is much
more accurate than the left hand motion (writing task vs.
move the paper).

• Left-hand precedence: the left hand begins positioning paper,
then the right hand starts to write.

These principles have been used for various interactions such as
selection task [50] or 3D manipulation [29]. This last work by
Hinckley et al. perfectly illustrates interactions based on a dy-
namic frame of reference. The user brings two props in each hands,
the non-dominant one representing the world-frame of reference in
their context, and the dominant one controlling an object moving
in the VE. In their surgical application, the moving object must be
precisely placed into the 3D VE. Better performances are obtained
with the participation of the left hand as a frame of reference. Accu-
racy is enhanced thanks to proprioception compared with the same
uni-manual task.
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Figure 2: Illustration of a virtual design immersive system based on
natural bimanual interactions proposed in [32]

4.2 Counter-examples: bimanual symmetric interac-
tions

According to bimanual interaction principles proposed by
Guiard [28], bimanual interactions are intrinsically asymmetric.
However, some tasks proved to be more usable with symmetric bi-
manual interactions [36, 31]. In particular, Conan et al. [11] pro-
posed an immersive setup to perform artistic 3D painting while
dancing in which the symmetry is an essential part of the inter-
action to let the user dance in a artistic way without constraints
from the system. In selection tasks, Ulinski et al. [50] performed
evaluations that demonstrate a better accuracy with a symmetric in-
teraction compared to two asymmetric ones. Authors explain this
result due to the decreasing cognitive demand compared with an
asymmetric interaction. Results show that the symmetric technique
is the best if the time of the task is relatively short, else asymmetric
techniques become better since they decrease arm strain issues.

Last, Balakrishnan et al. [5] showed that a poor design of a sym-
metric interaction technique can lead to a bimanual task performed
in a sequential way. In this case, the interaction can be consid-
ered as asymmetric, and the performances of the bimanual task de-
crease due to the loss of parallel collaboration between both hands.
Thus, symmetric interactions can be classified as a borderline case
of asymmetric interactions.

To conclude, it appears that the choice between a symmetric or
an asymmetric interaction technique is task-dependent. Indeed, ac-
cording to the task, better interaction performances will be obtained
in one setting or another. This choice must be guided by user stud-
ies that reveal the most appropriate technique depending on the re-
quired task.

5 COLLABORATIVE INTERACTIONS IN CVE

Extending bimanual interactions toward collaborative interactions
involves difficulties linked to the increasing complexity of the in-
teractions and to the coordination of potentially remote collabora-
tors. First, subsection 5.1 focuses on interests to provide collabora-
tive interaction techniques, then subsection 5.2 explains how some
metaphors can easily be used in one setup or another without im-
portant modifications. Last, subsection 5.3 addresses specific diffi-
culties implied by CVE and subsection 5.4 sums up this section

5.1 Interests of collaborative interaction techniques

Compared to uni-manual interactions, bimanual interactions have
had a great success because they allow easier and more natural in-
teractions in a lot of applications, for instance 3D manipulation [29]
or virtual design [32] (cf. figure 2). In everyday life, there are still
lots of interactions that are not wrapped into this class of interaction
(e.g bimanual interactions). In particular, some tasks need multiple
users acting at the same time on the same object to be achieved
successfully. For example, some industrial manipulations [2, 44]

Figure 3: Illustrations of 3 manipulation techniques based on 2
6DOF inputs. Asymmetric: (1) trackball, (2) grab-and-scale. Sym-
metric: (3) slide-and-turn (≃ grab-and-twirl)

cannot be done alone but need at least two collaborators to ma-
nipulate voluminous objects. In the same way, teaching scenarios
involving a teacher and at least a learner [33] intrinsically require
CVE. Moreover, other kinds of scenarios are performed better in a
collaborative way. For instance, virtual exploration of large envi-
ronment [38] can be enhanced by the help of a collaborator with a
different point of view on the VE to guide the explorer.

5.2 Collaborative interaction techniques as extensions
from bimanual interaction techniques

Most of the time, collaborative interactions use the split of DOF
paradigm [41] exactly as bimanual asymmetric interactions. For ex-
ample, several 3D manipulation techniques are asymmetric and can
be used in both contexts such as the trackball or the grab-and-scale
techniques. In the same way, symmetric interaction techniques such
as the slide-and-turn or the grab-and-twirl are implemented in both
bimanual and collaborative setups. Figure 3 illustrates these ma-
nipulation techniques. These kinds of interaction techniques based
on multiple inputs share the same need for a controller. Controllers
are the interfaces between several inputs and an interactive object.
They generate merged outputs based on a specific policy. In this
context, the controller’s goal is to mediate the parallel and concur-
rent inputs in order to co-manipulate an object through multiple
points of manipulation [3, 14]. This mediation depends on the im-
plemented manipulation policy that can be based on a symmetric
interaction paradigm (e.g average method) or on an asymmetric one
(e.g split of DOF).

Controllers of these metaphors can always be reused or extended
in a consistent way, and thus we note a strong parallel between
bimanual and collaborative interactions: interaction metaphors are
based on similar concepts of control. At this step, we could even
reverse our approach noting that in fact a generic framework for
(remote or local) collaboration could be used in bimanual scenarios
seamlessly, e.g that bimanual is a specialization of collaboration for
two local hands.

5.3 Involved difficulties

Comparisons between bimanual and collaborative interactions in
asymmetric-based paradigm suffer from a strong limitation. In-
deed, the role of proprioception in this bimanual interaction [4] is
predominant and essential to successfully accomplish these kinds
of complex tasks. However, in collaborative setups, collaborators
cannot be aware of this internal sensory data. In order to overcome
this limitation, additional feedbacks can be proposed to let the users
perceive an external representation of this personal feedback. To
achieve this, multiple sensory channels can be leveraged. Aguer-
reche et al. proposed a reconfigurable tangible device to be used
in local co-manipulation tasks [2]. This device helps the users to
feel the actions of others users by providing a direct and tangible
link between the collaborators acting as a passive haptic interface.
Sallnãs et al. used active haptic feedback that extends the feeling of
other actions to distant collaborators [43]. In a similar way, vibro-
tactile [37] and pseudo-haptic [48] feedbacks can enhance interac-
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tions by providing direct data about others actions. All these sen-
sory feedbacks (e.g haptic, visual and auditory) allow collaborators
to have an external and potentially distant representation of other
users actions who use their own internal proprioceptive sensory to
act into the VE.

These direct feedbacks provide a representation of the distant
users’ activities. Thus, it helps collaborators coordination, espe-
cially in co-dependent interactions that request a strong synchro-
nization of each user actions in a common task. It provides a col-
laborative aspect to the system interactivity, and is essential to let
the shared VE be usable in a collaborative way.

5.4 Summary

We argued that bimanual and collaborative interactions follow the
same goal that is to enhance interactions between a virtual world
and one or several final users. Thus, we explained the similari-
ties that can be found between the proposed interaction techniques
in both fields. However, bimanual interactions are only a first
step toward multiple input-based interactions. Collaboration is the
next one and involves more complex and complete interaction tech-
niques.

Bimanual interactions take into account only one user and are
strongly based on the proprioceptive sensory of the user to enhance
performances. In collaborative scenarios, the issue is to let collab-
orators perceive the other actions. This can be achieved through
different feedback techniques that are wrapped in the term aware-
ness. These awareness features are the difficult part to extend bi-
manual interactions toward collaborative interactions as explained
in the next section.

6 THE AWARENESS ISSUE

Awareness is essential to let the shared VE be usable in poten-
tially distant collaborative tasks. It allows to perceive other ac-
tions and to understand the collaborators activities. Subsection 6.1
presents a classification of awareness features, then subsection 6.2
describes awareness solutions used to enhance the perception of the
VE and its content. Subsection 6.3 develops some awareness tech-
niques used in bimanual interaction techniques that could be reused
in CVE. Last, subsection 6.4 describes some awareness solutions
especially designed to enhance collaboration in CVE, and subsec-
tion 6.5 provides a final discussion.

6.1 Awareness classification

Classically in VR, systems’ interactivity is defined as a 3-step loop
that is: perception, decision, action. Another way to express it fol-
lows an interactive loop defined in three steps: awareness, action,
feedback [26]. The first step2 indicates to the user what can be
done in the VE, e.g what interactions are possible. The second step
represents the actual interaction of the user with the VE, then the
third step provides a feedback to let the user be aware of the conse-
quences of his actions on the VE. Then, the loop can go on. Without
it, there would be no mean for the user to directly understand his ac-
tions and the application would not be interactive enough. The lack
of direct feedback drastically decreases the usability of the system.
Goebbels et al. [26] proposed an extension of this interactive loop
to be used in CVE. In particular, they extend the awareness part and
divided it as follows:

1. Proprioception, e.g perception of his own actions.

2. Perception of his own physical and virtual input devices and
of the virtual data set.

2The first step of the loop is named awareness in the literature. How-

ever, it only refers to the interaction capabilities awareness part of the whole

awareness that the system can provide (that includes general feedbacks).

3. Perception of co-presence, e.g of other collaborators.

4. Perception of co-physical and virtual input devices and of co-
virtual data set (e.g shared data).

5. Perception of co-knowledge and co-status.

These five steps are the ordered steps perceived by users at each
step of the awareness part of the interactive loop defined previ-
ously. We note that steps 1 and 2 are the same in a single-user or
a multi-user setup, and steps 3 to 5 specifically address awareness
features in collaborative settings. The term presence, in single-user
settings, defines ”the feeling of existence within a given environ-
ment” [51]. Sanchez et al. [45] claim that presence is a level of
consciousness above awareness. Co-presence [26] extends this con-
sciousness feeling for collaborators in shared worlds. The previous
last 3 steps enable coordination between users and improve the use
of collaborative interactions trying to compensate the lack of direct
collaborators’ proprioception feedback.

Awareness is not only studied by computer science researchers, it
is inspired by work from the social science community, and adapted
to the context of CSCW and CVE. Social science community pro-
vides an exhaustive classification of awareness, but CSCW and
CVE do not require every features of this classification. A survey
about similarities between awareness in CSCW and social sciences
can be found in [27]. We rather present a specific classification of
awareness for CVE taken from [24] and [40]. Thereby, awareness
in CVE can be split into 6 classes:

1. Object: is it selectable? selected? who is its owner? can we
modify some of its attributes?

2. Task: who currently participate in the task? what is the task
status?

3. World: where are objects? users?

4. Group: who is online? what are the group members actions?
positions? capabilities?

5. Social: what are the available communication channels?

6. System: what are the available data about the system states
(stability, network latency,...)

This need of informations must be well-studied for each applica-
tion and must not disturb the use of the system. For instance we
must avoid to provide too many data that could hide some impor-
tant parts of the VE. Rather, awareness must improve interaction
performances by providing necessary visual, auditive or haptic cues
together with a direct verbal communication channel at least. This
must lead to enhance the whole perception of the VE including re-
mote users, their current actions and their interaction capabilities.

6.2 Awareness basics: VE and content

First, VE must provide some ways to users to have an accurate per-
ception of the whole environment. In immersive settings (e.g 1:1
scale), the World In Miniature (WIM) technique provides a way to
have a global view of the whole VE in a map-like view. Without it,
users only see what is contained in their respective view frustum.
Most of the time in non-immersive setups, the available horizontal
field of view (fov) is limited to 60°, whereas natural range of binoc-
ular vision extends to 120°, and up to 200° in monocular vision.
Fraser et al. [20] proposed peripheral lenses to provide such a wide
horizontal fov. These peripheral lenses are placed on both sides of
the central classical 60° fov and display another 60° fov on a thin-
ner width. It provides peripheral blurred views mimicking natural
peripheral vision. Users can momentarily switch the clear view and
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Figure 4: Illustrations of visual cues used to enhance awareness in CVE: (a) Bounding boxes indicating a specific object property [16], (b)
Echoes managing network troubles [16], (c) Rays from the owners to the manipulated object [1].

thus better perceive their environment and the collaborators’ loca-
tion and action.

Second, VE can let users be aware of the objects’ interaction ca-
pabilities to improve their usability. For instance, interactive objects
can display their current state by changing some of its appearance
attributes when they are selected or manipulated. Another way to
represent it is to display a semi-transparent bounding-box (cf. fig-
ure 4a). Note that this method can also be extended using echoes
in order to inform users about network troubles concerning shared
virtual objects [16] (cf. figure 4b). Moreover, when an object is se-
lected or manipulated by a user named an owner, it is interesting for
other users to know who is this owner. Typical technique consists
in displaying the owner’s name next to the interactive object, but
more visual awareness techniques propose to display a ray (or an
extended arm) from the owner location to the object (cf. figure 4c).
Concerning interaction capabilities, objects can provide visual cues
such as manipulation arrows in order to inform the users which in-
teractions are possible.

Last, a famous approach considered two distinct spaces for each
user named the focus and the nimbus [8]. In [7], focus and nimbus
are ”subspaces within which an object chooses to direct either its
presence or its attention”. More specifically, ”the more an object
is within your focus, the more aware you are of it”, and ”the more
an object is within your nimbus, the more aware it is of you”. It
means that, in a generic way, interactive objects can react to user
position and focus by changing appearances for example, and also
inform others about user’s attention and interaction capabilities.

6.3 Bimanual awareness solutions

In single-user setup, awareness is a key feature too. Particularly in
bimanual interactions, the system can provide awareness through
three different channels. First, visual feedback of the interactive
tool allows the user to better anticipate the consequences of his ac-
tions. It is essential in immersive setups as in [32] to improve the
immersive feeling of the user in the VE. Second, auditory feed-
back can enhance user perception of the VE. For instance, physical
behaviors can be simulated thanks to specific sounds, such as con-
tacts and friction in [32]. Third, haptic feedback improves kinaes-
thetic feedback and helps the user to coordinate his movements.
In [36], Murayama et al. used two SPIDAR devices, one for each
hand. They provided separate haptic feedback for each hand and
increased the bimanual interaction abilities thanks to the feeling of
forces applied by hands in the VE. Other pseudo-haptic feedbacks
such as proposed in [48] can provide visual or auditory cues to over-
come the lack of haptic device.

6.4 Awareness techniques for CVE

In the literature, many solutions have been implemented to enhance
collaboration in CVE thanks to awareness. We do not present an
exhaustive list of these solutions, rather we discuss some of them
that we think they are widely used and generic enough.

Figure 5: An illustration of a collaborative session with two users.
The one on the left works in an immersive setup, while the one on
the right uses a desktop setup [15].

6.4.1 Awareness of collaborators

First, users have to be able to perceive their collaborators into the
shared VE. To achieve it, the typical solution is to use an avatar an-
imated according to the user motion. In the simplest case, only
the body of the avatar is animated, but more advanced research
worked on realistic avatar [6] textured as the real user, and even
emotive avateering [21] in order to enhance non-verbal communi-
cation between remote users. In this field, an interesting modality
is gaze tracking that enables eye-contact and awareness of others’
gaze [49]. Avatars with gaze direction allow fine and informative
non-verbal communication and can reproduce natural social inter-
actions.

Second, users should perceive others’ interactions capabilities to
be able to collaborate effectively. These capabilities can depend on
hardware setups because users can interact with heterogeneous se-
tups, such as an immersive visualization room with full body track-
ing, a semi-immersive 3D display with a 6DOF tracker input or
a head-mounted display with tracked hands. Figure 5 gives an il-
lustration of two heterogeneous setups. This heterogeneity leads
to different interaction capabilities for each user. Collaboration
becomes more effective if everyone is aware of these limitations.
Duval et al. [17] proposed the Immersive and Interactive Virtual
Cabin (IIVC) as a generic concept to handle this awareness fea-
ture. It allows to define the real 3D volumes that represent different
workspaces linked to a specific modality (e.g motion, visual, audi-
tory,...) and to let other users perceive these spaces. These virtual
spaces can be linked to some tracking limitation or screen size, and
to be aware of that avoid misunderstanding between collaborators,
for example representing the view frustum [20]. Figure 6 explicates
the generic concept of the IIVC.

6.4.2 Collaborative awareness through communication

In this paragraph, we present general awareness techniques provid-
ing ways to users to communicate. First, CVE must allow direct and
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natural communication. Several channels can be employed such
as an audio channel. The audio communication has been proved
to be the most important and essential for effective collaboration.
Video [39] or haptic [10] channels can also be used. Second, sym-
bolic communication is another way to allow communication be-
tween remote users. For instance, users can deposit arrows, com-
pass or lighting into the VE to inform collaborators about interest-
ing spots [38]. They can also create notes and post-it to add infor-
mations they collect in the VE and to share it with collaborators.

6.5 Discussion

Awareness techniques used in systems based on bimanual interac-
tions providing visual feedback of the interactive tools, as auditory
and haptic feedback, can be used in collaborative setups too. In this
context, they allow remote users to perceive interactive tools and
actions of other users[39]. In the same way, it enhances coordina-
tion, especially in co-manipulation tasks through visual [24], au-
ditory and haptic/tactile [37] cues. Experiments proved that these
awareness techniques improve task performances in collaborative
settings too.

Table 7 summarizes main aspects of similarities that can be
found between the two fields we are interested in, and highlights
some of the CVE challenges. These challenges are mainly due to
the remote aspect and the loss of proprioceptive feedback compared
with bimanual interactions.

Figure 7: Synthesis table illustrating the similarities between bi-
manual and collaborative interaction techniques. Some features
have an equivalent in both fields, others are shared, and last, some
are specific to CVE.

7 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This preliminary study shows that multiple input-based metaphors
used for bimanual interactions can partially inspire the design of

collaborative interaction techniques. However, even if bimanual
interactions bring large improvements compared to uni-manual in-
teractions, collaborative interactions are yet another step beyond.
Thus, they imply more complexity and have to be specifically
designed for this purpose. However, some guidelines can be
picked from the existing bimanual interaction techniques such as
the choice between symmetric or asymmetric collaboration accord-
ing to the task. As well, some awareness issues have been handled
by bimanual interaction techniques such as the tools representation
or the action explicitness by different means (visual, haptic, audi-
tive,...) and can be re-employed in CVE. However, this awareness
aspect is more important in CVE and then must propose new tech-
niques to let the users have an accurate perception of the shared
VE including remote users. An important feature improving coor-
dination is the availability to perceive distant activities to be able to
anticipate collaborators’ actions. Thus, co-dependent interactions
can take place in a comprehensive way. This collaborative aware-
ness aspect will drive our future work and we will try to propose
innovative solutions to let remote users have a perception of the
collaborators’ activity through specific feedbacks based on immer-
sion, awareness and presence.
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